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CHALLENGE

A cooperative drug wholesaler for 

more than 600 pharmacies, Mutual 

Drug handled more than $1 billion in 

transactions on their MDMembers portal.

To deliver better service for its many 

customers, Mutual Drug decided to 

update its primary web application.

STRATEGY

Atlantic BT analyzed the Mutual Drug 

business and system, then migrated 

MDMembers to a flexible and secure 

cloud environment.

Atlantic BT also modernized the 

MDMembers application to better 

engage customers and ensure high 

service levels.

RESULT 

Atlantic BT created a fault-tolerant 

system for Mutual Drug’s billion-dollar 

business.

Atlantic BT continues to support this 

customer-facing system as it provides 

rapid and reliable service for hundreds 

of thousands of patients.
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Mutual Drug Modernizes Web 
App for Unprecedented Stability
When your billion-dollar business supplies more than 25,000 

pharmaceutical items to support more than 600 pharmacies across 

three states, delivering responsive customer service is crucial. This led 

Mutual Drug to find a more flexible and stable hosting solution for its 

existing MDMembers system.

And the stakes were high. As a cooperative drug wholesaler for hundreds 

of independent pharmacies, Mutual Drug was responsible for hundreds 

of thousands of patients. These patients depended on Mutual Drug’s 

essential prescription drugs and medical devices. Without consistent and 

reliable service, these patients could lose access to life-saving medicines.
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We aggressively dedicate our energies to independent 
drug marketers, to enable them to successfully compete by 
combining the strengths of entrepreneurial ownership and 

cooperative association.

- MUTUAL DRUG



The Challenge: Transition to a 
Stable and Flexible MDMembers 
System
Mutual Drug had a technology provider that handled support, hosting, 

and maintenance of MDMembers. However, this technology provider was 

unable to fully modernize the system it built, leaving Mutual Drug with 

an unreliable solution that could neither support its existing pharmacies 

nor its future growth. Rather than adopt a patchwork approach to 

MDMembers, Mutual Drug decided to seek a new partner who would craft 

a holistic solution for the system’s service and security issues.

Atlantic BT was that partner. It was up to us to analyze the existing 

applications, hosting, and endpoints of Mutual Drug’s legacy system, then 

recommend a fault-tolerant strategy to reliably serve its customers.
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Supporting more than 600 pharmacies 
on a single network interface is a stability nightmare. 

This is what Mutual Drug needed to overcome.



Seamless Migration 
and App Modernization
We began by collaborating with NC Mutual’s IT team to discover and 

map the functionality of their legacy system. Because MDMembers ran 

transaction data for hundreds of pharmacies through a single network 

interface, it was important to improve the system’s reliability. Complicating 

matters further, Mutual Drug’s legacy web application had been coded 

in outdated VB script and classic ASP. Rather than extensive patches to 

the existing application, MDMembers needed a new, more modern app to 

ensure long-term stability.

This in mind, our strategy was two-fold. First, we would migrate the 

application and database for MDMembers into a more stable hosting 

environment to protect against downtime. Second, we would modernize 

Mutual Drug’s web application, enabling a digital transformation into a 
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flexible cloud environment that would power the future of the business.

Because the MDMembers database contained over 40 GB of SQL data, 

migrating the database without interruption was a significant undertaking. 

Working together, our teams created a hosting transition plan complete 

with initial migration, load testing, contingency, and QA. To maintain 

service for MDMember users, we scheduled our final migration during a 

short maintenance window after midnight. This allowed for a seamless 

migration with zero impact to customers.



Building a Modern App 
in the Cloud
After this migration familiarized us with Mutual Drug’s business 

needs, we began to create a modern version of the MDMembers web 

application. To maximize uptime and reliability, we built the new app 

on an AWS cloud environment that could quickly scale up capability 

during peak demand periods. Another key facet of development 

involved launching the app in parallel-processing mode. This ensured 

that data that changed in the new environment would correspond to 

the existing environment. In addition to safeguarding system stability, 

this also made it much easier to test the application and transition into 

the new application. 

MATT LEMKE
VP, TECHNOLOGY – ATLANTIC BT“

Embarking on any application 
modernization requires 
that we understand the 
complete system, its operating 
environment, and the long- and 
short-term goals of the business.



A Trusted Partnership to 
Enable the Digital Future
With Mutual Drug’s new fault-tolerant system, hundreds of pharmacies 

have reliable and efficient service on the web. This ensures regular access 

to lifesaving medications and essential medical devices for hundreds of 

thousands of patients. These achievements were the result not only of a 

cloud-enabled modern application, but also of effective partnership based 

on understanding, collaboration, and trust. Moving forward, Atlantic BT and 

Mutual Drug will continue to find better ways to serve their customers with 

flexible, customized technology.
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Atlantic BT Helps Companies Like Mutual Drug Solve Their Toughest 
Digital Problems. Ready to Find Out What We Can Do for You?

Partnering with Atlantic BT means more than a piecemeal fix. We bring together expertise 

with experience to provide our clients with modern technology platforms designed for the 

specific future you envision for your business. Contact us today to learn how we can help 

enable your digital transformation.

Atlantic BT gave us more than a quick fix for our MDMembers portal. They 
were a true partner, helping us transform the way we handled our customers’ 

information and provide better service than ever.

Mike Forkner
Web Services Management & Support at NC Mutual Drug

“
”



Atlantic BT is the experienced 
partner you need to prepare 
your company for a bigger 
and better future.

Contact us today to get the 
conversation started.

You + 

Preparing your critical business 
applications for the future of 
your company demands an 
end-to-end strategy.



About Atlantic BT

From cloud architecture to cybersecurity to online strategy, Atlantic 

BT has solved tough digital problems for enterprises and global 

businesses for more than 15 years. We partner with forward-thinking 

companies to make their digital dreams into reality, creating solutions 

that enable the future of their business.
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